Recently, we developed effective fly-by (EFB) waveforms designed to model the burst of gravitational radiation from highly eccentric binaries. We here present a faster to evaluate frequency domain EFB waveform. The waveform is constructed through the use of asymptotic expansions of hypergeometric functions. Since the waveform is fully analytic, we study the accuracy to which the binary's parameters can be measured using a Fisher analysis. We find that degeneracies exist among the parameters, such that the waveform is parameterized in terms of the chirp mass M and orbital radius of curvature P, instead of the total mass, symmetric mass ratio, and semi-latus rectum of the binary. By computing the Fisher matrix for single bursts from two thousand binary systems, we find that most of the systems will have greater than one hundred percent uncertainty in the chirp mass, luminosity distance, and inclination angle, while roughly half will have less than one hundred percent uncertainty in the orbital radius of curvature, orbital eccentricity, and polarization angle. Further, we repeat this analysis after including additional bursts within the inspiral sequence and find that the uncertainties in the waveform's parameters can improve by orders of magnitude with a sufficient timing model for the bursts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, an industry has been built surrounding the modeling of gravitational waves (GWs) from compact binary systems. Many methods are used to develop model of GWs, namely (but not limited to) numerically solving the full Einstein field equations [1] , perturbatively solving the equations at small velocities [2] or mass ratios [3] , using perturbation theory to solve for the linearized response of black holes [4] , and treating the problem through effective spacetimes [5] . The efficacy of these methods have been tested with each detection by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational wave Interferometer (LIGO) [6] [7] [8] and Virgo [9, 10] observatories. With more detectors planned and proposed, these methods, as well as new ones, will continue to be useful tools for studying compact binary coalescences.
A subset of binary systems that has historically been neglected within this industry, but has received renewed interest in recent years, are eccentric binaries. Binaries can enter the detection band of ground based detectors with non-negligible eccentricities though a few mechanism, namely dynamical interactions in dense stellar environments [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and hierarchical triple systems [20, 21] . A small subset of these systems will enter the detection band with large eccentricity, close to the unbound limit. The gravitational waves from such systems resemble a sequence of bursts, rather than the continuous chirping signal of quasi-circular systems.
Despite being historically overlooked due to an incomplete picture of formation channels and questions regarding detectability, eccentric binaries may be a useful tool to understanding fundamental physics with GW detections. Since the pericenter velocity of these systems can be large, they present themselves as an interesting laboratory for tests of general relativity. Eccentricity has been shown to have a non-trivial impact on constraints of modified theories of gravity [22] [23] [24] . Further, if one (or both) of the binary components is a neutron star, f-modes can be excited on the star due to tidal forces during closest approach. These effects may prove to be a powerful tool for constraining the equation of state of dense nuclear matter [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
A point that is commonly made about the burst phase of eccentric binary systems is that the bursts themselves are weak, having low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and will be difficult to detect. However, this statement is strongly dependent on the separation of the binary at closest approach, or alternatively, on the semi-latus rectum p of the orbit. The SNR of a single burst generated during a single pericenter passage can vary by more than an order of magnitude, as can be seen from Fig. 1 . Although rare, it is thus not implausible to expect GW bursts from highly eccentric systems with reasonable SNRs. This opens the door to searching for such signals using matched filtering techniques, provided one can create a sufficiently accurate waveform for the bursts.
Recently, we developed the first analytic waveforms for the GW bursts of highly eccentric binaries [30] . The waveforms were computed by working in the Newtonian plus quadrupole radiation paradigm, where the conservative dynamics of the binary are modeled using Newtonian orbits, while radiation reaction was computed using the leading PN order quadrupole approximation. The models were developed by performing a re-summation of common Fourier series representations of the orbital dynamics, resulting in an effective fly-by (EFB) approach. Focusing on the time domain, the EFB-T waveform was shown to be an accurate representation of leading PN order burst waveforms, while still retaining reasonable agreement with numerical relativity fly-by waveforms.
However, a problem arose when moving to the Fourier domain. The frequency domain waveform, called the EFB-F model, took several hours to evaluate for a single system, rendering it completely impractical for any real searches. We here present a new frequency domain Signal to noise ratio (SNR), as calculated via the method described in the text, of a gravitational wave burst from a single pericenter passage of binary systems with varying values of the orbital eccentricity e and semi-latus rectum p. The remaining parameters are fixed at masses of (10, 10)M , luminosity distance of 100 Mpc, and the system is oriented in the "face-on" configuration with polarization angle β = 0. The waveforms are computed by numerically integrating the equations governing Newtonian orbits combined with the equations for the leading PN order radiation reaction effects, an approximation commonly called the Newtonian plus quadrupole radiation approximation. The SNR shows little variation as the eccentricity increase, but can vary by more than an order of magnitude as the semi-latus rectum is decreased, making the binary more compact.
EFB waveform, called the EFB-F2 model, which takes less time to evaluate than the original EFB-F model by about 4-5 orders of magnitude. The model is achieved through a rather lengthy procedure, but there are a few critical steps. The first is a linear transformation of the hypergeometric functions that the original EFB-F model depends on. This transformation effectively allows us to perform a post-Newtonian (PN) expansion of these functions. Second, is an asymptotic expansion of the PNexpanded hypergeometric functions at large frequencies.
Afterwards, we re-sum the PN-expansion of the now doubly expanded hypergeometric functions in terms of Bessel functions of the first kind. By computing the match between the EFB-F2 model and numerical leading-PN order burst waveforms, we find that the new model is a faithful representation of eccentric burst signals for a wide region of parameter space (see Fig. 2 ). While the new waveforms may be faster, the fact that they are also analytic opens the door to performing a pa-rameter estimation study using a Fisher analysis [31, 32] . This method relies on assuming that the expected signal is sufficiently similar to the waveform model that one can approximate the log-likelihood as a quadratic function in the parameters of the model, with coefficients that depend on the derivatives of the model with respect to the parameters. The uncertainties in waveform paramters are then found by inverting the matrix of coefficients. We carry out this analysis with the EFB-F2 waveforms for single burst events, as well as multi-burst inspiral sequences. For the single burst analysis, we fix the masses to be 10M and luminosity distance to the source to be 10 Mpc. We then generate two thousand systems by randomly sampling the semi-latus rectum, orbital eccentricity, inclination angle, polarization angle, and sky location of the source.
We have found that the EFB-F2 waveform model actually has degeneracies among its parameters, such that the waveform is parameterized in terms of the chirp mass M = M η 3/5 and orbital radius of curvature P = (p 3 /M ) 1/2 , with M the total mass of the binary, η the symmetric mass ratio, and p the semi-latus rectum of the orbit. After computing the Fisher matrix for each of these systems, we find that the uncertainties for many of the systems are typically larger than one hundred percent. For example, nearly all of the systems studied have more than one hundred percent uncertainty in the chirp mass and luminosity distance. These two parameters also show a large correlation. Meanwhile, approximately half of the systems studied have less than one hundred percent uncertainty in the orbital radius of curvature and orbital eccentricity, which also show very strong correlations.
We repeat this analysis for all of the two thousand systems after including the burst following the initial in the inspiral sequence. The Fisher analysis predicts that the uncertainties in parameters can improve by an order of magnitude or more simply by including an additional burst. We study the behavior of this trend with the number of pericenter passages, and thus bursts, by selecting one system and repeating the Fisher analysis for a total of twenty five passages. While the Fisher analysis predicts orders of magnitude improvements in the uncertainties, after a few bursts, the uncertainties converge to a monotonically decreasing trend with only small improvements from one burst to the next. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we explain the steps necessary to computed the EFB-F2 model from the original EFB-F model, with a derivation of the asymptotic expansion of the hypergeometric functions given in Appendix A. The Fisher analysis for single bursts is carried out in Sec. III A, while the multi-burst analysis is discussed in Sec. III B, with the main results presented in Figs. 3-6. Finally, in Sec. IV, we discuss some of the possible pitfalls of the Fisher analysis carried out herein. Throughout this work, we use G = c = 1.
II. FAST FOURIER WAVEFORMS
We here present the necessary details needing to construct the EFB-F2 model, and its accuracy compared to numerical waveforms.
A. Review of the EFB-F Waveform
Before we discuss the procedure by which we obtain the EFB-F2 waveforms, it is useful to review the EFB-F waveform from which they are derived [30] . The starting point for these waveforms was writing the time domain polarizations h +,× (t) as Fourier series of the orbital frequency. A radiation reaction model was developed that described the changes in orbital elements, specifically the semi-latus rectum p and eccentricity e, as well as mean anomaly over one pericenter passage. Combining the radiation reaction model with the Fourier series representation, we were able to compute the Fourier transform of the waveform polarizations using the stationary phase approximation [33] , obtaining the frequency domain polarizationsh +,× (f ). These frequency domain polarizations were still written as infinite summations on specialized Bessel functions, known specifically as Kapteyn series. The series themselves were re-summed by replacing the Bessel functions with their asymptotic representations, and taking the summation to an integral, which could be analytically evaluated in closed-form. The waveforms that resulted from this procedure take the form
where
A 0 (f ) = χ χ orb iχ e 2πif tp−iχ
with M the total mass of the binary, η the symmetric mass ratio, (p 0 , e 0 ) the semi-latus rectum and eccentricity at pericenter, D L the luminosity distance, t p the time of pericenter passage, χ = f /F rr , χ orb = n 0 /2πF rr , and X = −(9/4)χ 2 orb /ζ 3 0 . The parameters (n 0 , F rr , ζ 0 ) are known functions of the binary's masses and orbital parameters, specifically 
The summations indices (l 1 , l 2 ) belong to the set L = {(2, 4), (4, 8) , (1, 5) , (5, 7), (7, 11) , (10, 8)}, while s ∈ {−1/2, 1/2}. The function 2 F 1 is the Gauss hypergeometric functions, while the amplitude functions A l1,l2,s are given in Appendix C of [30] . While it is instructive to be able to make analytic Fourier domain waveforms, the EFB-F model is impractical due to its excessively long evaluation time. In Python, we estimate it will take ∼10 hours to generate a single EFB-F waveform using the methods described in [30] . The reason for this is two fold. First, evaluating specialized functions numerically is generally slow, especially in regions of parameter space where typical methods may be slowly convergent. Second, is the need for arbitrary floating point precision. The hypergeometric functions in Eq. (4) actually grow exponentially with χ and become sufficiently large that they cannot be evaluated at double precision. Of course, if these issues can be alleviated, then the waveform becomes viable for use is searches and parameter estimation. We here provide an analytic treatment that significantly speeds up the evaluation of the waveform. We shall call these new waveforms the EFB-F2 model.
B. EFB-F2 Waveform
To obtain the new, faster to evaluate waveform, we use the following procedure: I. Apply the hypergeometric function transformation
II. Replace the hypergeometric functions of argument 1/(1−X) with their asymptotic expansion, derived explicitly in Appendix A.
III. Replace the γ function with its asymptotic expansion and defineγ l1,l2,s such that
IV. Replace the amplitude functions A l1,l2,s with their asymptotic expansions and defineÃ l1,l2,s such that
V. Cancel the exponential growth in γ with the exponential decay in A.
VI. Combine the previous steps together to create the waveform polarizations, and apply a high frequency cutoff.
This procedure results in the waveform
where the J n and G 1 functions are given in Appendix A. Before we provide explicit details of these steps, we will provide the reasoning behind them. Our starting point is the realization that χ 1 for most sources of ground based-detectors, and that X scales like v −5 and is in the range X ∈ (−∞, 0]. The former of these implies that we can work in an asymptotic expansion about χ being large, while the latter allows us to employ the identity in Eq. (8) . While investigating this, we discovered that the identity is only exact numerically when (a, b) are real valued. When they are complex, as they are in our application, the identity is only approximate, diverging from the original hypergeometric function on the left hand side of Eq. (8). It is not clear why this divergence happens, but in our application, this produces an exponential growth in the EFB-F2 waveform at sufficiently high frequencies, which is not present in the exact answer (i.e. those generated via numerical evolution of the PN equations of motion). To correct for this, we apply a high frequency cutoff to the model, which should not result in a significant loss of power since the bursts exponentially decay in frequency.
The exact value of the frequency cutoff depends on the parameters of the binary. Lower values of the semi-latus rectum, and higher values of the eccentricity, require a cutoff at higher frequencies. To determine a suitable cutoff frequency, we generated thirty-five EFB-F2 waveforms and selected the cutoff frequency "by eye." From this data, we generated a fitting functions of the form
with the coefficients
The second step involves asymptotically expanding the hypergeometric functions of argument 1/(1 − X) on the right hand side of Eq. (8) about χ 1. Since X ∼ v −5 , the argument 1/(1 − X) is small and one can employ the well known hypergeometric series
where (a) j is the Pochhammer symbol. The series expansion effectively constitutes a PN expansion. Since we are working to leading PN order, then it might seem logical to simply truncate the sum at leading order in v. However, we found that this results in a significant loss of accuracy compared to an exact answer. To retain accuracy, we expand this series about χ 1, and re-sum it. The exact process of this will be detailed in Appendix A. Eliminating these hypergeometric functions from the model in this fashion results in a 3-4 order of magnitude speed up when evaluating the model, and does not result in a significant loss of accuracy.
The next two steps involve the asymptotic expansions of the functions γ and A. These functions depend on the Gamma function, whose asymptotic expansion is well known. From this expansion we can factor out e πχ/2 from γ and e −πχ/2 from A. This step is crucial for making these waveforms fast to evaluate. Since χ 1, these exponential factors can be sufficiently large or small that one needs more than double precision accuracy to evaluate them, resulting in a slow down when evaluating the model. Properly factoring these out and cancelling them results in a 1-2 order of magnitude speed up in evaluating the model.
The exact evaluation time of the EFB-F2 waveform polarizations given in Eq. (12) depends on the desired frequency resolution. In Python, at a resolution of δf = 0.1 Hz, and sampling from f low = 10 Hz to f high = 2048 Hz, it takes roughly 0.26 seconds to evaluate the plus polarization with parameters p 0 = 20M , e 0 = 0.9, and ι = 0 = β. For a higher resolution of δf = 0.01 Hz, which is roughly what was used in [30] , it takes ten times longer to evaluate the model. This is still slow compared to the EFB-T model developed in [30] , but it is 4-5 orders of magnitude faster than the original EFB-F model.
To study how faithful an approximation the EFB-F2 waveforms are to an exact answer, in this case a numerical leading PN order burst waveform, we compute the match given by [35] 
where (A|B) is the noise weighted inner product between waveforms A and B with S n (f ) the noise spectral density of the detector and † corresponding to complex conjugation. For S n (f ), we use the design sensitivity curve provided in [36] . The match is in the range [0, 1], and allows us to quantify the error our approximations have introduced relative to a detector's sensitivity. The numerical leading PN order waveforms h num are generated using the method described in [30] . The results of the match calculation are given in Fig. 2 , for systems with parameters p ∈ [10, 60]M and e ∈ [0.7, 0.9], with the remaining parameters the same as those used in Fig. 1 . The match is always greater than 0.95 for all systems studied, with only systems at low eccentricities and large semi-latus recta having matches below 0.97. The reason for this is that for such large values of p, only the high frequency exponential tail of the numerical waveforms is "in band" of the LIGO detectors. Meanwhile, the EFB-F2 template has a high frequency cutoff that doesn't accurately track the this tail above the frequency in Eq. 13. As an alternative to the cutoff frequency, one could apply a high frequency filter to cancel out the exponential growth created by the transformation in Eq. 8. Since the systems with low matches also corresponds to systems with low SNR that are likely undetectable, we do not explore this here.
III. FISHER ANALYSIS
The draw of having fast to evaluate waveforms is the desire to perform parameter estimation in reasonable amounts of time. Since the EFB-F2 waveforms are analytic, we may employ a Fisher analysis to study the uncertainties of the waveform's parameters without the need of computationally expensive techniques.
A. Single Bursts
To study the accuracy to which we can measure the parameters of the bursts, we use a Fisher analysis, with the Fisher information matrix given by
where λ a are the parameters of the waveform. The variance of the parameters is found by inverting the Fisher matrix, specifically
Further, the correlations among parameters are characterized by the correlation coefficients, specifically the offdiagonal components of the inverse Fisher matrix
From a practical perspective, inverting a numerical matrix can be problematic. To perform the matrix inversion, we use the linear algebra methods in the numpy package of python to perform a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the Fisher matrix. From the SVD, we compute the ratio of the minimum eigenvalue of the Fisher matrix to its maximum eigenvalue. If this ratio is smaller than the numerical accuracy of our computation, then the matrix inversion is badly conditioned. Since we are working at double precision accuracy, we require the ratio to be greater than 10 −14 . As a further test of the validity of the numerical inversion, we also compute the product of the Fisher matrix with its numerical inverse, and compare to the identity matrix. Since the procedure for obtaining the inverse is numerical, the off-diagonal components will not necessarily be zero, which gives us a further estimator of numerical error in the inversion.
For the cases studies that satisfy the above requirement on the eigenvalues, the greatest value of the off-diagonal components is typically of the order 10 −6 − 10 −5 . Another practical issue is related to which parameters to include in the Fisher analysis. By studying the EFB-F2 waveform in Eq. (12), one might expect the ten parameters to be the total mass M , the symmetric mass ratio η, the semi-latus rectum p 0 , the orbital eccentricity e 0 , the time of pericenter passage t p , the inclination angle ι, the polarization angle β, the luminosity distance of the source D L , and the two angles characterizing the source's sky locations (θ, φ) which enter through the detector response
with (F + , F × ) the beam pattern functions of the detector, specifically
In the course of our investigation, we found that including the sky location in the Fisher analysis always results in badly conditioned matrices for inversion. This arises due to the sky location being poorly constrained with single detectors. Further, the total mass and mass ratio (M, η) also result in the Fisher matrix being badly conditioned. The reason for this is that there is a degeneracy between the parameters that results in these two quantities not being independently measurable. Such a degeneracy also occurs in the leading PN order quasicircular TaylorF2 waveforms, specifically the measurable parameter is the binary's chirp mass M = M η 3/5 . In the case of the EFB-F2 waveform, there is an additional degeneracy between the semi-latus rectum and the total mass, such that the measurable quantity is the orbital radius of curvature defined as P = p 3/2 /m 1/2 . Note that these two degeneracies were previously found in the leading PN order burst model developed in [24] . Thus, for our Fisher analysis, the parameters are λ a = (ln M, ln P 0 , e 0 , t p , ln D L , cos ι, β). Note that we use the natural logarithm of several parameters, as well as the cosine of the inclination angle in the analysis. Generally, this causes the Fisher matrix to be better conditioned for numerical inversion. For our analysis, we fix the masses of the binary to be m 1 = 10M = m 2 , and the luminosity distance D L = 10 Mpc. We then generate two thousand systems by randomly selecting the remaining parameters from the ranges p ∈ [10, 50]M , e ∈ [0.7, 0.999], (ι, θ) ∈ [0, π], and (β, φ) ∈ [0, 2π]. For each system, we calculate the Fisher matrix for single bursts given by the EFB-F2 waveform and compute the ratio of the minimum eigenvalue to the maximum eigenvalue, as well as the SNR of the source, given by ρ = (h|h) 1/2 . We then require that the ratio of eigenvalues to be greater than 10 −14 and the SNR to be greater than 10. Of the two thousand systems, 993 meet these requirements for a single burst. The results for these systems are given by the solid histogram in Fig. 3 .
Generally, all of the parameters have large uncertainties, specifically ∆λ a > 1. For the chirp mass and luminosity distance, the distributions peak at approximately 10 2 , with only a small subset having ∆ ln M < 1 or ∆ ln D L < 1. On the other hand, the distributions in ∆ ln P and ∆e peak around one, meaning approximately half of the systems studied have uncertainties below one hundred percent. A similar behavior is found in the polarization angle β, while most of the systems have ∆ cos ι > 1.
We also plot the distribution of several of the correlation coefficients in solid histograms of Fig. 4 . The correlation coefficients generally range from [−1, 1], with values at the extremes corresponding to parameters that are completely correlated, or anti-correlated in the case of negative values. In many of the systems studied, there are strong correlations among many of the parameters indicated by peaks in the distributions near 1 and −1. For example, in the top right plot, nearly all of the systems have c M,D L ≈ 1, which results from the amplitude of the waveform scaling as M/D L . Similar behavior is found in c P,e (middle left), which likely results from the scaling of χ orb and F rr with these parameters. Other parameters have much broader distributions, but still display peaks at extreme values of the correlation coefficients, as can be seen from both c P,ι (bottom left) and c e,ι (bottom right). These correlations result from "face-on" systems having higher SNR, which decreases the uncertainty in parameters.
The large uncertainties in the parameters may seem counterintuitive when one compares these results to those of Fisher calculations of quasi-circular binaries using Tay-lorF2 waveforms. For example, for BBHs, the uncertainty for the chirp mass from those models is typically ∆ ln M ∼ 10 −6 − 10 −5 [32] . Why is it that the EFB-F2 burst waveforms result is significantly larger uncertainties? One possibility is that there may be additional degeneracies, beyond those of the chirp mass M. and radius of curvature P, that limit our ability to make accurate measurements of the system's parameters. In fact, the EFB-F2 waveform polarizations in Eq. (12) are partially written implicitly in terms (M, P 0 , e 0 ) through (F rr , χ orb , ζ 0 ). One could then argue that it would be better to choose these parameters for the Fisher analysis rather than the physical parameters (M, P 0 , e 0 ). This is similar to what is commonly done with quasi-circular TaylorF2 waveforms, which may be written with an overall amplitude coefficient A, and a Fisher analysis is performed with respect to this rather than the luminosity distance. To determine if using these new parameters improves parameter estimation, we compute the uncertainties using error propagation and properly taking into account the correlations among parameters, specifically 
with
.
We plot histograms of the uncertainties in ζ and χ orb in What, then, is causing the large uncertainties in the waveform's parameters? When considering parameter estimation with single bursts, one has to remember that a single burst corresponds to a single pericenter passage, and not a complete orbital cycle. It is only through the accumulation of the GW signal across many orbital cycles that placing such stringent limits on parameters is possible. In fact, stellar mass quasi-circular binaries typically evolve through several hundred to greater than one thousand orbital cycles, depending on the mass, as they coalesce through the frequency band of ground based detectors. Now, the question is, how does parameter estimation improve as we considering more orbital cycles, and thus more bursts, from a highly eccentric system.
B. Multiple Bursts
In the previous section, our Fisher analysis focused on single bursts. However, the EFB waveforms are designed to model bound systems, which will emit multiple bursts as they inspiral. It is thus instructive to study how parameter estimation improves with the number of bursts in the inspiral. All EFB waveforms are characterized by three parameters that change from one orbit to the next, namely (p, e, t p ), or alternatively (P, e, t p ). Models that calculate iteratively how these parameters depend on those of the previous burst have been developed in [24, 30] , with the leading PN order model given by 
While each EFB waveform is parameterized by dependent parameters (P I , e I , t p,I ), the full sequence is only parameterized by the independent parameters (P 0 , e 0 , t p,0 ). Thus, caution must be taken when analytically computing the derivatives of the waveforms. For convenience, we split the parameters λ a into two sets, namely extrinsic parameters ν a = (D L , cos ι, β), and intrinsic parameters µ a I = (M, P I , e I , t p,I ). The full waveform is given by the sum of EFB-F2 waveforms, specifically
The observable parameters are ν a and µ a 0 . Since ν a do not vary from one burst to the next, the derivative is trivially given by
The derivative with respect to µ a 0 is more complicated and requires repeated application of the chain rule, specifically 
The first term in the above expression is required since the waveform depends on M not just through µ a n . The second term accounts for the dependence µ a n (µ b 0 ) through repeated application of the Jacobian ∂µ a i /∂µ b i−1 . Note that here we make use of the Einstein summation convention, so repeated indices must be summed over.
With the expression for the derivatives now in hand, we repeat the Fisher analysis for the two thousand systems generated in the previous section, now including the second burst in the sequence with the timing model in Eqs. (31)- (33) . We once again require each of the two burst waveforms to meet the previous requirements of having an SNR> 10, and the ratio of the eigenvalues of the Fisher matrix to be greater than 10 −14 . Of the two thousand systems, 1682 now meet the requirements. The results of this computation are given by the dashed his-togram in Fig. 3 . The improvement on uncertainties of the parameters depends on the exact parameters of the system, but are typically improved by a factor of 2 at the least, and by more than an order of magnitude at most. It is thus clear that, in order to perform accurate parameter estimation with these waveforms, one will need more than a single burst and an accurate timing model to characterize the burst sequence.
We also plot the new correlation coefficients in the dashed histograms of Fig. 4 . The inclusion of an additional burst acts to break some of the correlations that were present for the single burst case. For example, the correlation between the radius of curvature P and eccentricity e now peaks at c P,e ≈ 0.75 rather than one, and the systems studied have a broad range of possibles value for the correlation coefficient instead of the distribution peaking strongly around high values. On the other hand, the timing model that characterizes the phase between the bursts also introduces new correlations, as can be seen in c M,P . The distribution now peaks at high values of the correlation coefficient and are typically in the range 0.5 < c M,P < 1. By studying Eqs. (31)-(33), its not difficult to see why. The chirp mass always enters the timing model coupled to the radius of curvature such that the dependence is (M/P) 5/3 , producing the correlation that is observed. Finally, some of the correlations do not change at all, as can be seen from c M,D L . The reason for this is that the amplitude of every new burst scales as M/D L , and thus the original correlation is not broken by including additional bursts.
Does the trend of decreasing uncertainties continue as one considers more bursts within the inspiral sequence? To investigate this, we select one of the systems that passes our SNR and eigenvalue requirements, and repeat the Fisher analysis for a sequence of bursts. The system has parameters p 0 = 34.9M , e 0 = 0.939, cos ι = −0.231, β = 3.70, cos θ = 0.751, and φ = 4.06. We compute the uncertainties for all of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters up to the 25th burst after the initial, which we number as zero in the sequence. The results of this analysis are plotted in Fig. 6 . The left plot shows the uncertainty in the intrinsic parameters µ a 0 = (M, P 0 , e 0 , t p,0 ). The effect of the first two bursts after the initial is to improve the uncertainties by about a factor of 2016 for M, 660 for e 0 , 30 for P 0 , and five for t p,0 . After this, the uncertainties no longer show significant improvement from one burst to the next, instead converging to a steady trend of decreasing uncertainty. It is now only through the accumulation of power across many bursts that one obtains orders of magnitude improvements in the uncertainties of the parameters. The same trend is displayed in the right plot of Fig. 6 for the extrinsic parameters.
As a final point, we comment on why we stop the above analysis after 25 bursts. The top axis of the plots in Fig. 6 gives the eccentricity parameter at the specific number of pericenter passages on the bottom axis. From this, as well as Eq. (32), we see that the eccentricity decreases from one passage to the next, a key feature of the leading PN order radiation reaction effects. Eventually, as we consider more pericenter passages, the eccentricity will become so low that the waveform no longer resembles discrete bursts, but instead the continuous waveform of low eccentricity inspirals. In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 2 , the match between EFB-F2 waveforms and leading PN order numerical waveforms generally decreases with decreasing eccentricity, implying that the EFB-F2 waveforms become less accurate. It is thus necessary to terminate the sequence of EFB-F2 waveforms given by Eqs. (31)-(33) at some point, and use a moderate to low eccentricity waveform to accurately model the evolution of the system. We terminate the sequence after 25 bursts to ensure we are still comfortably in the range of parameter space where the EFB-F2 waveforms are valid.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have here performed the first parameter estimation study using analytic waveforms for gravitational bursts from highly eccentric binaries. There are two conclu- (33) . The first few bursts in the sequence provide a minimum order of magnitude reduction in the uncertainty of the parameters, with the one exception being tp,0 which simply corresponds to an overall time shift of the entire sequence. After the third burst, the uncertainties only show slight improvements from one burst to the next, but can still change by orders of magnitude due to the accumulation of power from many bursts. sions that we can draw from our analysis. First, just like quasi-circular binaries at leading PN order, there are degeneracies that prevent the measurement of certain parameters. Specifically, the degeneracies result in the waveform being purely written in terms of the chirp mass M = M η 3/5 and the orbital radius of curvature P = (p 3 /M ) 1/2 , the latter of which is not present in quasi-circular binaries. Second, the Fisher analysis used here suggests that one cannot make accurate measurements of many of the waveform's parameters with single bursts. Further, the Fisher analysis suggests that it is only through the accumulation of phase across multiple bursts that one can perform accurate parameter estimation.
However, are the results of the Fisher analysis performed herein accurate? The "Holy Grail" of parameter estimation would be to perform Bayesian inference using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to map the full posterior distribution of the parameters. This method is unfortunately computationally expensive, and faster methods like the Fisher analysis are commonly employed. Unfortunately, there are known issues with the Fisher matrix calculations. It is common for the Fisher analysis to predict greater than one hundred percent uncertainties, while Bayesian inference will give far more reasonable error bounds [37] . Further, the Fisher analysis is known to only be valid under certain conditions, specifically when the detector noise is stationary and gaussian, when the SNR is sufficiently (and often unrealistically) large, and when the prior probability distributions on the waveform's parameters can be neglected [38] .
The systems used herein have single burst SNRs in the range 10 ≤SNR 450, which already may be unrealistically large for real astrophysical sources. Meanwhile, the SNR of the sequence of bursts grows roughly as N 1/2 , with N the number of bursts. This seems to imply that as we consider more bursts within the inspiral sequence, the Fisher analysis may become a more valid representation of the posterior distribution. The results of Fig. 6 lend credence to this idea, since the uncertainties converge to a specific monotonically decreasing sequence after only three bursts. Further, as we consider more bursts within the sequence, the ratio of the eigenvalues of the Fisher matrix becomes larger, meaning the Fisher matrix becomes less singular, and thus better conditioned for inversion. Ultimately, the question of whether the results of the Fisher analysis reported herein are accurate needs to be answered by more sophisticated studies of parameter estimation using, for example, Bayesian inference. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS I would like to thank Leo Stein, whose suggestions and comments on the original EFB-F waveforms became the inspiration behind this study. I would further like to thank Frans Pretorius for providing useful comments on this manuscript. An ipython notebook with the necessary functions to evaluate the waveform model is available upon request. This work was supported by NSF grant PHY-1912171, the Simons Foundation, and the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR).
Appendix A: Asymptotic Expansion of Hypergeometric Functions
To obtain the EFB-F2 model, we require an asymptotic expansion of the hypergeometric function, more specifically Eq. (17), where
The Pochhammer symbols can be asymptotically expanded to obtain
where the first few g k coefficients are
For our purposes, it suffices to truncate the expansion at k = 2, but it could be extended to higher order if more accuracy is required. Combining this with Eq. (17), we have
where † corresponds to complex conjugation. In general this series does not have a closed form expression. To resum this expression, we regroup terms in the exponential as follows k=0 g k (A, j)χ −k = n=1g n (A, χ)j n (A7)
whereg n (A, χ) are Laurent series in χ, which may be found by matching terms in Eqs. (A3)-(A5). For example, the first term is
We now expand the exponential by first factoring out g 1 and series expanding the remainder about χ 1, specifically e n=1g n (A,χ)j n = eg 1(A,χ)j e n=2g n (A,χ)j n = eg 1 (A,χ)j 1 + n=2g n (A, χ)j n + O(g 2 n ) .
The function F(l 1 , l 2 , s; χ) is a Laurent series in χ, specifically
F 2 = 1 324 l 3 1 − 18l 2 + 9l 2 2 − l 3 2 + l 2 1 (9 − 18s) −108s(1 − 3s + 2s 2 ) + 18l 1 (1 − 6s + 6s 2 ) , (A20) This completes the asymptotic expansion of the hypergeometric function.
Appendix B: Asymptotic Expansion of Amplitudes
We here provide the asymptotic expansions of the amplitude functionsÃ l1,l2,s . To simplify the expressions, we defineĀ l1,l2,s such that A l1,l2,s (χ) = e iE(χ)Ā l1,l2,s (χ) 
